INTRODUCTION
In order to do effective computations in a group G, G is normally given by a set S of generators and a set L of defming relators. Any group element can then be represented by a word w in the generators 5 6 S and their formai inverses s, s e S.The word problem is to décide for any word w whether it represents the unit element of the group. Its solvability is basic for any effective computation in G.
Any group H is isomorphic to such a group < S; L > and we call < S; L > a présentation of H. We will consider only groups given by présentations with finite S, this means fmitely generated groups. < S; L > is finitely presented (f. p) resp. recursively presented (r.p.), if L is fmite resp. recursively enumerable.
If we represent a group element [x] by the word x, then the problem whether M = [y] -we write x = y in G in this case-reduces to the word problem xy' 1 =e in G. It is well known that the word problem is unsolvable in gênerai even for f. p. groups, but there are large classes of groups for which it is solvable.
One method for solving the word problem for a class of groups is to use group theoretical structure properties of the groups in the class. This means to use how the groups are built up from smaller groups for reducing the word problem to the word problem of the smaller groups. This is done for instance for solving the word problem in the class of groups with only one defining relator.
The composition of a group out of smaller ones may not be unique, so one may ask whether one décomposition is better than an other one with respect to the complexity of the algorithm for solving the word problem induced by the décomposition.
We will describe algorithms in G by appropriate word functions ƒ : S* -» S* and identify the complexity of the algorithm with the complexity of ƒ In this paper the well known Grzegorczyk classes ê n are used to measure the complexity of the algorithms. é\ is the smallest class of functions containing the initial functions :
e : 5*° -+ S* constant e 9 R a : S*->S*, w-+wa for a e Su S, One of the most important tools for the construction of groups with specified properties and for the analysis of algorithmic problems in groups -specially the word problem-is the concept of HNiV-extension [1, 2, 4, 6] : If G is a group with isomorphic subgroups (7, V and <p : U -> V an isomorphism then the group:
is called an HJVJV-Extension of G with stable letter a.
G is a subgroup of G* [6] , so its word problem cannot be harder than that of G*. We want to reduce the word problem of G* to that of G. If G = < S; L >, then G* is generated by S a : = SuJa} and has as defining relators L together with the relations given above. If iveS* has the form w = xâuay with ueU, then w = xq>(u)y in G*. A word weS* is a-reduced, if it does not contain a w% pinch" aua, ue U or ava, v e F, as a segment.
A function r : S* -• S* is an a-réduction function, if r(w) = w in G* and r(u;) is tf-reduced.
The systematic élimination of pinches leads to an a-reduction function. More formally we can defme an a-reduction function r : S* -> S* by: else. By means of an a-reduction function the word problem of G* is reducible to that of G, by [6] we get: w = e in G* iff r(w) is a-free and r(w) = e in G.
The complexity of this method is the least upper bound of the complexities of r and of G's word problem. In order to compute r as defined above one has to décide for WE S* whether ueU (ueV) and in the positive case to compute cp(w)((p" 1 (w)). If this can be done by an S"-process, then reê n+l , since r is defined by recursion with <f "-functions in this case. Let G have a <f "-decidable word problem, then G* has an ê u+ , decidable word problem. If in addition r can be bounded by an S "-function, it is itself an ê "-function, hence G* has ê ndecidable word problem, too. So two questions arise: The first question came up to us in studying the complexity of algorithmic problems in one relator groups in [2] : Every one relator group G = < S; p} with \p\<2 n can be embedded in a HiVN-extension G* of a one relator group H = (S 0 ; p 0 } with \p o \<2n -2. An induction on n gives that G has S ndecidable word problem. If it could be proved that the jump from ê n to S\ +1 in the réduction for G* does not occur for some n, one would have a bound for the complexity of the word problem for one relator groups independent of the length \p\ of the relator. Such bound is not known [2, 5] , it is conjectured however that every one relator group has S 4 -decidable word problem. These examples were given in [2] , without proof. This paper can be viewed as an continuation of [2] , but is of independent interest and the knowledge of [2] is not indispensable for this paper.
The examples answer both questions given above. So the method of solving the word problem for a group G* given as /ƒ AW-extension dépends very strongly on the HiVN-representation chosen for G*. For ''bad" décompositions it may be extremely inefficient. If one allows recursively presented H AW-extensions G* we show that for one représentation there may be no recursive réduction function while for an other one there is an S 2 -réduction function and the word problem for G* is # 2 -decidable.
MAIN RESULTS
In this section we first give an example of r. p. #JVN-extension with S 2 -decidable word problem, such that no recursive réduction function exists. Then we turn to the more complicated case of fmitely presented groups and state the AN ALGORITHM FOR THE WORD PROBLEM 359 main results. As usual in the détermination of the complexity of algorithmic problems the main technical difficulties are in proving that some naturally given lower bound for the complexity of the problem is sharp. This will occupy most of section 3 of this paper were the proofs are given.
We need some more terminology and concepts from group theory. If A g S*, then A' 1 is the set A' 1 = {x" 1 \XEA}. Now A* is the set of words in the XE Au A' 1 , while < A > is the set of words representing éléments of the subgroup generated by A: For G = < S; L > and A g S* we have w e < A > iff there is an UEA* such that w = u in G. In the computation of a réduction function for an HAW-extension of G with a subgroup generated by a. set A, we must décide wheter a word lies in < A > and in the positive case apply the isomorphism to the word oîA*. For subgroups of the free group this can be done easily if A is a set of Nielsen reduced words [6] . Let p be the free réduction function, then A is called Nielsen reduced if the following three conditions hold:
( On the other hand another représentation for G* as a HNN-extension of a free group is:
Hère the stable letter is c, U = V and the identity is the isomorphism. JJand V are ^2-decidable and the définition of paragraph 1 gives a oreduction function for G* in S 2 -This means that the word problem for G* is S 2 decidable, though there is no d-réduction function for the first représentation of G*. Of course similar examples can be constructed for any complexity degree, but notice that the group in this example is not finitely presented.
We turn now to the class of finitely presented groups. We define two séquences of groups G n and H n which are built up as HAW-extensions. To simplify notations we set s o = b 2 . n = <G n -n s"; s~nas n = bab, s"bs n = s n _ 1 >, n>0,
where S = {s n \ n > 0} is an infinité set of letters different from a, b. It is easy to see that the groups H n are all one relator groups. We will prove this theorem in paragraph 3.
The groups G n , H n can be pictured in the following way.
.G,.
We draw some conséquences of the theorem. (b) The isomorphism is the identity. (c) Since < a, b > is a free subgroup of rank two of G"_ l5 it suffices to prove that < bab, s n _ t > is a free subgroup of rank two also. Let U n = {s x b, ..., s n b] and coe L/* be freely reduced in the (Sjb) ±l . An induction on n shows: (i) co is fully reduced, i.e. contains no s r pinches (1 ^i^n); (ii) b(£>b = s k n in H n ok = 0 and co = e; (iii) (ù = b k in H n ok = 0 and co = e.
By (i) the subgroup < U n > of H n -and hence of G n too -is freely generated by the Sj b. By (ii) any co G { bab, s"}* freely reduced in ba ± l b,s^1 is a-reduced in G n .
Hence < bab, s n > is a free subgroup of rank two of G n . A We want to prove that there is no ^-réduction function for G n in S°n +1 but there is an ^"-réduction function for H n in é\. For this we show that the words J l n babs\ become very long after ^"-réduction. In order to measure the increase of the length we introducé functions f \H^H and f n : N -• N(H^O) by the following équations. 
(c) By induction on n, i :
n the sequel we will use the following abbreviation: "=>" Let coe {bab, s n }*. Because ofs~n k n js n = k n j+ x in G" forj^ -n, we can shift in co all s~n to the right and all s n to the left. This gives a word v e { k nA \ i ^0 }* with co = s p n vs~q in G n (p, q^O).
The word s^vs~q may not be ^-reduced. We show by induction on n that thê "-réduction of such a word s v n vs~q results in a word s l n us~ m with ueK n J,m^0. To do this, it suffices to prove that s n vs n eK n , if veK n and s n vs n is a ^"-pinch.
Notice that the k nj freely generate K n in the free group <#, b; 0> = G O because they are Nielsen reduced. . For the induction step: If s n vs n is a s"-pinch then:
t^e</c n> j\j^ -n} n By the induction hypothesis v cannot contain the factor k n _ l _ n = k n _ n . We get t>e<fc Bf jl^-w) and j n t; 5 "€<*:", j\j^-n} = K n . A With this Lemma we can now prove the existence of a ^"-réduction function in S n + 2 for G n .
LEMMA: There is a s "-réduction function r n eê n + 2 f or
s n as n = bab, J n bs n = s n -1 }; but for n^l there is no s "-réduction function for G n iné\ +1 . Proof: The proof is again by induction on n. For n = 0, G o is the free group < a, b; (fi > and we choose r 0 to be the free réduction on G o . We will define r n such that r n (GO) is fully reduced, i. e. contains no ^rpinch as a subword ( 1 ^ /^ «).
Suppose r n _ 1 eS°n + l has been defined. For the définition of r n we use the following auxiliary function h n : We have now proved r n eé\ + 2 -Assume r' n e S n + x is a ^"-réduction function for G". Since r n _ 1 e6\ +1 and rJ.Cs^èûèsj,) is ^"-free, we can define the words co f = r"_ 1 (r^ (5^" f babs Proof: We define the functions p" by induction on n and we use again some auxiliary functions h n as in the proof of 3.4. They are defmed in a different way in order to ensure some special properties needed later on. The functions h" are defined as follows under the assumption that p n _ 1 eS 4 has been found: e=±l.
ub\
Hère we assume r to be s"-free.
If G>eH n is given, we define oe\ p"(a>) as follows. If: where /i n (co') cornes from h n (oe') by replacing the last s"-free syllabe u in h n (co') by P n -i(w).
The following three facts are easily proved: (i) p n (co) is full reduced and, if co is full reduced, p"(co) = co.
(ii) The order of pinch resolutions in the computation of ^"(co') is left most -inner most. In particular if CÛ For the function fi n we have | fi n ((o f ) | ^ j ( | co' | ) with co' as above and ƒ as in définition 3.2. This is proved by induction on the number of s n -pinches in the computation of /?"(co') using (ii) and (•).
A further induction on n gives then the final resuit:
W\ûr l (\<*\) and |p"(a))|^/"(|ö)|).
This means the réduction functions p" is bounded by an (? 4 -function and hence is itself an S 4 -function.
To prove (•) we use an induction on n to prove the following fact: If u, veH" are fully reduced and i, j, k, leZ then: 
|P»K^)I^2
|W| .
We will show only the induction step from n -1 to n, for the induction basis for n = 1 is proved in a similar way. If 1*6' = s*-! then \j\ = \u\ Sn _^\u\^2 lul .
Induction step p-1 ->p: Let U^UQSIU^ where u 0 is s"-free and 8= -sgn(ï). We may assume 8= -1, the case 8 = 1 is analogous. 
